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That which is hidden yet carries the world as images
With this series, Thomas Kneubühler continues to render visible institutional
structures concealed from public scrutiny, which are at the basis of contemporary
power relations. Landing Sites documents the section Atlantic 1 of the Fiber-Optic
Link Around the Globe (FLAG-1). This submarine cable runs 14,500 kilometers
between Long Island, United States of America, and Plérin, France. Installed in
2000, FLAG-1 is still an important piece of infrastructure connecting Europe to
North America. However, it is not the cable itself that is shown in these works,
but the sharp tensions it produces across the globe and through time, between
different geographies and temporalities.
The diptych Landing Sites (East and West) presents the extremities of the cable
in question: two seemingly ordinary maritime sceneries, two sides of the same
structure. Only by a sort of mental gymnastics can we keep in mind the thousands
of kilometres and the technological exploit this structure bridges. The closeness
of the photos in both space and form emphasizes their similarities, reminiscent
of the connectedness FLAG-1 was designed to produce. But the meaning of a
landscape is constructed as much by what it frames as by what it excludes; the
appearance of cohesion at the core of these mysterious pictures only grounds the
system of tensions the other works bring forward.
Such periphery of FLAG-1 is distinctly put in view in Ebb and Flow. A video
presents children playing in the tundra of Aupaluk, the smallest community in
Nunavik, and also one that doesn’t have access to wired Internet connection.
This sequence is juxtaposed with another video showing a group of visitors at
the landing site in France. The two sites here remind us that resources, such as
communications, are not uniformly distributed; instead they are determined by the
legacy of colonial land dispossession. Occupied today by mining companies, indigenous territories are now extraction sites for precious metal necessary for the
advance of technologies that ancestral inhabitants only marginally benefit from.
The children in each video will grow up in very different worlds, each shaped by
the lasting impact of this reality.
Nevertheless, those of us who were connected by FLAG-1 saw, in a flash, time
and history accelerated. This fiber-optic cable is on of the fastest transatlantic
communications to date; it can transmit 200 hours of video in a single second. But
how can one begin to imagine such dazzling speed? The video, Transmission,
tries to establish an equivalent by condensing 121 films, roughly 200 hours of
footage, in a single second. This mesmerizing mural was constituted from the personal film-archive of the artist, which makes it a useful conceptual tool to reflect
on the ever-expanding insistence of images accessing our private lives.
In a world of virtual immediacy, we often forget that communication always relies on transport and that not too long ago, their division was indistinguishable.
A significant marker in this conceptual decoupling was August 16, 1858, when
the first official transatlantic telegraph messages were sent. At the speed of
approximately two minutes per letter, it took more than twelve hours to transmit
Queen Victoria’s congratulations to President James Buchanan1. Emulating the

pace of this technology, the video Announcement, takes seventy-eight minutes to
be displayed entirely. With painful slowness for today’s standards, it writes a birth
announcement found in a book, reducing commonly used telegraphic phrases to
codes, thus saving on the cost of individual letters.
On that account, we notice that the medium works as a metaphor. It not only
carries meaning from one location to another, it is the message2. As technologies
shape time, space, and human relations around them, they play a significant role
on how we relate to one another, but also to oneself. Last Generation situates this
exhibition with Kneubühler’s own experience as an immigrant before the ubiquitous Internet we know of today. Resisting the mythical idea of progress, which
wants new technology only to provide better ways of doing the same, he observes
how different means of communication present not better, but distinctive possibilities to create one’s self.
— Benjamin J. Allard
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BIOGRAPHIES /
Thomas Kneubühler uses photography, video and installation to examine
complex socio-political issues and the limits of representation. His work is based
on extensive research, including fieldwork in sometimes remote locations or in
places access is restricted. In the process he uncovers unseen links in order to
heighten our consciousness about issues often forgotten or suppressed, while not
surrendering art’s formal and aesthetic power. Over his career, Kneubühler has
explored issues surrounding the privatization of land use, the exploitation of natural resources, questions of power, and the effects of new technology on society.
Born in Solothurn, Switzerland, Thomas Kneubühler has been living in Montreal,
Canada since 2000. In 2003, he completed a Master’s degree in Studio Arts at
Concordia University, Montreal. His work has been presented in exhibitions and
screenings in both Europe and North America, among others at the Centre culturel
canadien, Paris, the Centre Pasquart Bienne, the Videonale.15 at the Kunstmuseum Bonn, and at Les Rencontres International in Paris and Berlin. In 2011 he was
awarded the Pratt & Whitney Canada Prize of the Conseil des arts du Montréal.
Benjamin J. Allard is an artist and educator based in Tiohtià:ke (Montréal),
unceded Kanien’kehá:ka territory. He is the Cultural Outreach Coordinator at
Dazibao, project manager for the Independent Media Arts Alliance, and he produces and hosts atelier on CIBL radio. He completed an MFA in Visual Arts at the
University of British Columbia and a BA in Communication Studies at Concordia
University. His projects have been exhibited notably at Eastern Bloc (Tiohtià:ke),
the Belkin Art Gallery (Vancouver) and published in Inter magazine.

Landing Sites by Thomas Kneubühler will be on view at The New Gallery
Main Space (208 Centre St SE) until March 23, 2019.

